Endpoint localization in guide wire tracking during endovascular interventions.
A method is presented to track guide wires during endovascular interventions under X-ray fluoroscopy. Accurate guide wire tracking can be used to improve guide wire visualization in the low quality fluoroscopic images, and to estimate the position of the guide wire in world coordinates for navigation purposes. A two-step procedure is used to track the guide wire in subsequent frames. First, the position of the guide wire is obtained by fitting a spline to the image. Subsequently, the spline is iteratively moved toward the tip of the guide wire for accurate tip localization. For both steps, a feature image is used in which line-like structures are enhanced. The method is validated using a reference standard, obtained by manual tracings of three observers. The method is evaluated on 20 image sequences, 10 sequences with a J-tipped guide wire and 10 with a straight guide wire. The tracking success was 96% for J-tipped and 100% for straight guide wires, whereas accurate endpoint localization could be performed in 91.3% and 94.4% of the frames respectively, with a tip localization error of less than 1.5 mm. Accurate endpoint localization can be performed for both J-tipped and straight guide wires and therefore the presented tracking method can be used for navigation purposes.